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Livingbargains
● Win £250 paint job
● To help transform your home this
autumn, Dulux is offering four lucky
readers the chance to win £250 to
spend on Dulux paint mixing. Make
a bold statement or create a haven
of calm by handpicking your perfect
palette from a choice of 12,000
shades in a variety of finishes,
mixed especially for you. Dulux
Paint Mixing is available in all good
DIY stores. For more information, go
to dulux.co.uk. To enter, text LIVING
to 83222 (texts cost 50p plus
standard network rate). To enter
online and for terms and conditions
visit alisonathome.com/
competitions. Closes October 15.

● Furnish your bedroom in understated charm with Eggshell Furniture’s
painted collection. The company specialises in British-made solid wood
furniture in a selection of sophisticated paint tones, including white, cream,
sage and grey. The meticulously crafted bedroom range includes chests,
bedside tables, beds, wardrobes, desks and dressing tables. Readers
receive a pair of bedside cabinets worth £390 when spending £1,000 or
more across the collection. Readers can also purchase furniture in any
colour shade for a small extra charge. To find out more, visit
paintedfurniture.co.uk or call 01522 504 506 and use promotional code
BH2508 before October 7. Promotion valid for one transaction.
● Cut price cashmere
● For total luxury, nothing can beat the
warmth and softness of cashmere. Alison
At Home has acquired a small number of
top quality cashmere blankets available
for just £195 (normal £365). Woven in
Britain from 100 per cent pure cashmere,
each blanket measures a generous
150cm x 180cm and features a subtle
herringbone weave and fringed edge. In
chocolate brown, midnight blue and
bronze, they make a perfect gift or
affordable indulgence. To order, call 0800 011 4793 and quote REG2309 or
visit alisonathome.com, while stocks last. Free delivery. Comes gift boxed.
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blue, natural, black and ivory).
Both cushions pictured with
the chair are available to
buy separately via
Burford’s website for
£35 (seat pad) and £70
(cushion). To claim, call
01993 825657 or visit
burford.co.uk/lloydloom
and enter the
promotional code
LOOM0912 at checkout.
Offer ends October 6.
● For more offers and discounts,
visit homesandbargains.co.uk.

Getting
around
square
space

High level
glazing on
the shed lets
in light but
does not
compromise
security. An
oak sleeper
bridge
crosses
the pond

T

HE garden is often the
last project tackled
when refurbishing a
home. This was the
case here, where our
clients had recently
finished their living/garden room and were finally
ready to tackle the outside space.
The living room overlooked the
whole garden and they wanted a
garden to complement it.
Some years previously, the
garden had been extended by acquiring extra land, but the two

Livinginside
spaces had not been effectively
combined.
There was a large Swiss-style
timber chalet, which took up one
corner of the garden, and a large
shed positioned close to the house
in another corner. We decided to
remove the chalet completely as it
was never used.
The shed was considered too

large, so we rebuilt it, reducing the
size and adding a new cedar
shingle roof and high level glazing
to let in light without compromising security.
The new shed made maximum
use of a sunny corner and left us
enough room in front to put a pond,
which is accessed via an oak sleeper bridge. The plants at the back of

Initial
rate

Subs.
rate

Overall Min
cost
dep.

Fee

NatWest

Fixed until
31/10/14

3.29% 4.00%

3.9%

40%

£0

Coventry

Fixed until
30/09/14

3.19% 4.74%

4.6%

35%

£199

Yorkshire

Fixed until
31/12/15

3.19% 4.99%

4.6%

25%

£495

Co-operative

Fixed until
31/12/14

3.29% 4.74%

4.6%

40%

£0

HSBC

Fixed until
31/12/17

3.29% 3.94%

3.8%

40%

£499

Yorkshire

Fixed until
31/12/14

3.14% 4.99%

4.8%

25%

£495

Northern
Rock

Fixed until
01/11/14

3.29% 4.79%

4.6%

40%

£99

Chelsea

Fixed until
30/11/14

3.09% 5.79%

5.4%

30%

£895

First Direct

Fixed for
three years

2.74% 3.69%

3.7%

35%

£1499

Chelsea

Fixed until
30/11/15

3.19% 5.79%

5.2%

30%

£895

Tesco

Fixed until
31/10/14

3.39% 4.24%

4.2%

30%

£195

HSBC

Fixed until
31/12/14

3.59% 3.94%

4.0%

30%

£0

Initial
rate

Overall Min
cost
dep.

Fee
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In front of the deck are two
symmetrical oak planters and
running between them is the
gravelled entrance to the lawn

Tom Phillips from Bristol-based All-Garden Design shows
how a square garden is perfect for a round lawn

Scheme
type

the pond help to soften the outline
of the shed.
We then positioned a circular
patio in the far corner of the
garden. Our clients wanted a
shady sitting area and we included a fan pergola over it, which
a wisteria could climb.
Nearer the house we planned a
raised deck, which is reached
from the ground floor by two steps.
The deck fans out from the side
door of the house around the outside of a new extension and ending
at a small stone patio, which gets
sun for most of the day.
A raised oak sleeper bed and
vertical timber boarding help
screen the neighbour’s brick garage on this side of the garden.

In front of the deck are two
symmetrical oak planters and
running between them is the gravelled entrance to the central lawn.
In the planters are mostly grasses
and small shrubs, which help to
soften the extension.
The front of the oak beds are
curved to match the circular
shape of the lawn and we struggled
to find suitably-shaped wood to
cap them. After an extensive
search of Bendry Brothers’ timber
supplies, we chose a perfectly-shaped oak beam and had it
sliced to produce two identical
capping pieces, one for each bed.
They double up as seating.
Bricks edge the circular lawn,
which helps keep it neat when

mowing, and around the lawn are
two gravel areas, one of which is
planted with grasses.
We were able to lay a completely
circular lawn because the garden
is square shaped, which gives a
magnified feeling of space. It also
leaves corners of the garden
(which are often underused) as
ideal spots for the shed and sitting
areas. Space is always at a premium in urban gardens and we have
used this trick many times to create a calm clearing in the “urban
jungle”.

● Contact Tom at All-Garden
Designs on 0117 951 1923, or
07739 456765. For more details
visit allgardendesigns.co.uk.

Scheme
type

Subs.
rate

HSBC

2.14% above 2.64% 2.64%
base for term

2.8%

40%

£999

First Direct

2.29% above 2.79% 2.79%
base for term

2.9%

35%

£999

HSBC

2.49% above 2.99% 2.99%
base for term

3.0%

40%

£0

HSBC

1.45% disc.
for two years

2.49% 3.94%

3.8%

40%

£499

HSBC

2.49% above 2.99% 2.99%
base for term

3.1%

30%

£599

First Direct

2.69% above 3.19% 3.19%
base for term

3.3%

35%

£499

Yorkshire

2.54% above 3.04% 4.99%
until 31/12/14

4.8%

25%

£495

Yorkshire

2.39% above 2.89% 4.99%
until 31/12/15

4.6%

25%

£995

Woolwich

2.49% above 2.99% 3.89%
until 31/12/14

3.9%

30%

£999

Santander

2.49% above 2.99% 4.24%
for two years

4.2%

30%

£995

Northern
Rock

2.65% above 3.15% 4.79%
until 01/11/14

4.7%

30%

£1094

Leeds

2.84% disc.
for two years

5.5%

25%

£999

2.85% 5.69%
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● With its gentle curves
and plait detailing, this
Lloyd Loom chair
would fit perfectly in
a conservatory or
favourite corner.
Burford Garden
Company is offering
readers a 20 per cent
discount, reducing it
from £195 to £156.
Based on the original
1920s design, the Lloyd Loom
comes in five colours (olive, sea

Take your pick from this week’s
top 12 mortgage deals

Our clients wanted a shady
sitting area and we included a
fan pergola over it, which a
wisteria could climb

● Beautiful British-made furniture
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We were able to
lay a completely
circular lawn
because the
garden is square
shaped, which
gives a magnified
feeling of space.
It also leaves
corners of the
garden (which
are often
underused) as
ideal spots for
the shed and
sitting areas.

Alison Cork, from HomesAnd
Bargains.co.uk, has put
together a series of offers
especially for Post readers.

● Weave a relaxing story
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